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Abstract: Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) technology has become increasingly popular in investigating
displacement and deformation of natural and anthropogenic objects. Regardless of the accuracy of
deformation identification, TLS provides remote comprehensive information about the measured
object in a short time. These features of TLS were why TLS measurement was used for a static
load test of an old, steel railway bridge. The results of the measurement using the Z + F Imager
5010 scanner and traditional surveying methods (for improved georeferencing) were compared to
results of precise reflectorless tacheometry and precise levelling. The analyses involved various
procedures for the determination of displacement from 3D data (black & white target analysis, point
cloud analysis, and mesh surface analysis) and the need to pre-process the· 3D data was considered
(georeferencing, automated filtering). The results demonstrate that TLS measurement can identify
vertical displacement in line with the results of traditional measurements down to ±1 mm.
Keywords: point cloud analysis; 3D data comparing; vertical displacements; precise levelling; Polish
railway bridges

1. Introduction
Inspections of the condition of railway infrastructure and its relationship with railway traffic
commenced in the mid-19th century after the Dee Bridge disaster in Chester, forming the basis
for the first engineering safety standards for structures [1]. In the 1950s, the operational railway
speed was below 100 km·h−1 . Modern freight trains reach 160 km·h−1 , while passenger trains reach
350 km·h−1 [2]. It is necessary to ensure compatibility of the engineering capabilities of trains with
the operational capabilities of the railway infrastructure, which is often old. This need arises from the
European trend to develop high-speed rail. Over 40% of railway bridge infrastructure in Poland has
reached the upper limit of its design life. As these structures were usually designed for loads lower
than the actual operational loads, they undergo accelerated structural degradation, which results from
fatigue [3]. Railway companies in Western Europe have been continuously emphasising the necessity
of inspections aimed at verifying their load-bearing capacity in the new environment of high-speed
railway since the 1990s [2].
The terrestrial laser scanner is an active remote sensing system for determining coordinates (X, Y,
Z) and the intensity of reflected beam (I) for points representing the surface of an object. One of the
first promising laboratory studies on the implementation of TLS in displacement and deformation
measurements demonstrated that, with favourable environmental conditions, TLS measurement
can be used to measure the vertical displacement down to ±0.29 mm [4]. The application of
TLS in displacement and deformation measurement has been widely investigated regarding both
geometry [5,6] and spectral analyses of the intensity of the reflected beam [7,8]. The papers have been
partially, extensively summarised and organised by researchers from the University of Nottingham
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Ningbo [9]. The application of quick, remote, and comprehensive measurement technology itself
does not guarantee satisfactory results of displacement and deformation measurements. In addition
to the class and type of the terrestrial laser scanner and the measurement method, the method of
post-processing TLS data is just as important. Precise registration, filtration, and modelling of 3D data
are necessary in order to obtain TLS data of satisfactory precision and reliability for the purpose of
determining structural displacement. The processes involved in post-processing of TLS measurement
results should be selected in such a way as to match the geometry and type of structure with a
particular focus on the quality of 3D data of those components of the structure that reflect the structural
mechanics directly.
The specific character of laser scanning of elongated objects, the span of bridge structures, and their
location over an obstacle affect the measurement method [10]. The linear nature of the structure makes
it impossible to apply cloud to cloud registration. To obtain at least a 30% overlap of consecutive
scenes would require excessive concentration of scanner positions or would be entirely impossible
in the case of opposite positions. 3D data in a terrestrial laser scanning of bridge structures should
be interconnected via an appropriate, planned external network of control (reference) points with as
many interrelations as possible. Civil engineering structure stability testing should employ such TLS
data registration that facilitates control over the process. Not only does the registration of point clouds
using artificial reference objects that are uniquely identifiable in the scanned space ensure control over
transformations [11] (verification of geometric relationships between points of a 3D model and in the
georeference system) but it also facilitates obtaining a resultant point cloud with a satisfactory value
of the mean registration error. Control point coordinates determined using traditional methods with
a high enough accuracy that make up the base for the registration of data from individual scanning
positions reduce transformation errors and ensure TLS data amplification [12].
The definition of TLS reliability according to the theory of calculus of error as a derivative of
the probability of gross errors is unjustified. This is because terrestrial laser scanning noise has to be
removed from model space, preferably using filtration algorithms. The reliability of laser scanning,
can, therefore, be defined as the measure of the effectiveness of the filtration process [13] necessary
to optimise in-field observations and further analyses of 3D data. Measurement noise, which is
the primary cause of systematic modelling errors and contributing to the increased measurement
uncertainty [14], depends to a large extent on the characteristics of the scanned scene. Hence,
measurement noises should be subjected to dedicated filtration algorithms [15]. The primary features
facilitating the classification of points as measurement noise by filtration algorithms are the range
of object occurrence, satisfied neighbourhood condition, and the intensity of the reflected beam.
According to the literature, 3D object datasets should be cleaned at the stage of raw scanning results
and further analyses should be free of their influence [15].
One popular solution used in testing civil structure stability using TLS is to generate surface
models from point clouds and compare them at regular intervals. The primary argument for the
creation of surface models of objects is that terrestrial laser scanners never measure the same element
of the structure twice. Therefore, a generalisation of a point cloud into a surface model is a better
representation of the periodic condition of the structure due to its homogeneity [16]. Moreover,
according to a commonly recognised classification [17], cloud models represented by point clouds
are treated in some applications as low-detail models of 3D objects [18]. Opponents of point cloud
generalisation, on the other hand, believe surface models as derivatives of point clouds do not represent
the actual condition of a structure and a significant part of spatial information is lost as a result of
the generalisation. Delaunay triangulation is the basis for the generation of surface models in 2D,
2.5D, and 3D space both for TIN and TEN (tetrahedral networks) [18,19]. The use of the Delaunay
algorithm with Voronoi diagram does away with the issue of ambiguous results of tessellation of
the set of elements of a point cloud [20]. The diversity of algorithms for generating surface models
based on Delaunay triangulation (recursive split, divide and conquer, step by step, incremental,
incremental delete and build, radial sweep, Pitteway triangulation, hierarchical [21]) results from
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research published over decades [20]. The abundance of approaches to building surface triangle
networks corresponds to the great number of software applications for automated model generation
available on the market. The use of the most automated modelling for shapes that are sufficiently
discrete builds a representation of structural elements made up of triangulated irregular network
triangles. The primary drawback of this solution is very time-consuming triangulation [18]. It is not
always true that the higher the density of a point cloud, the better the local approximation of the plane,
even in displacement measurement [16]. Oversampling leads to poor surface model quality where local
fitted triangular planes join each other at sharp angles, which leads to coarseness and discontinuities
in the model. It is, therefore, justified to adhere to a popular TLS guideline that the optimum scanner
resolution should be at least equal to the error of the measurement of the scanner-to-object distance [16].
The comprehensive results, cost of technology, and the remote nature of the measurements would
make terrestrial laser scanning a good solution for the assessment of the stability of bridge structures
during static load testing. Perhaps that is why Lichti et al. [22] were among the first researchers
who used TLS to capture vertical deflections of a bridge that was subjected to a static load condition
up to 65.75 tons. The 3D analysis procedure was aimed at generating a mesh surface model of
no-load and load TLS data of the object and to extract cross-sections. Deflections were estimated from
the vertical displacement between epoch cross-sections at both the top and bottom of each section.
Displacements measured from the top of the cross-sections were burdened with an RMS error of
±4.9 mm. Subsequently, Zogg and Ingensand [23] used TLS to monitor deformations of the Felsenau
viaduct bridge during a static load test. They captured point clouds of several sections of the object
before and after loading and then compared them to each other in the Geomagic Qualify software.
The point cloud differentiation results differed from precise levelling ones by less than ±3.5 mm,
with a mean residual less than ±1.0 mm.
Hungarian scientists analysed the application of TLS to compute deformation of the bridge
structure under load as well [24]. For epoch TLS data, they compared mesh surface models (in
the Geomagic 8 software) and used measurements of point clouds (in cross-sections). The authors
concluded that the structural displacements determined using laser scanning datasets were strongly
correlated with those obtained from traditional techniques. The first ones cannot, however,
be evaluated at the same accuracy level as traditional high-precision equipment.
Application of TLS technology for bridge load tests has also been investigated by Mill et al. [25].
The procedure of post-processing TLS data included removing noise from point clouds, creating surface
meshes, and analysing deformation on the basis of a surface created from the TLS data before the
load test and surfaces from TLS data collected during a static load test. The results of the 3D analysis
were compared to those from precise levelling. The differences between terrestrial laser scanning and
precise levelling vary within a few millimetres. The research showed a ±2.8 mm accuracy of terrestrial
laser scanning at a 95% confidence level.
Lõhmus et al. [26] conducted a similar determination of vertical displacements of two bridges
during static load tests. In addition to comparing epoch mesh surfaces of point clouds and their
compatibility with precise levelling, tacheometry, and dial gauge results, the authors described in
detail point cloud modelling and the deformation determination procedures. The research showed
that TLS analyses can detect changes of the structure with an accuracy of up to ±1 mm. The studies
also showed examples of a lower accuracy of TLS technology in this respect. The authors also pointed
out that the TLS provides a complete set of 3D spatial information on bridge structure deformations,
which may be far more important than achieving the maximum accuracy.
An attempt to define a method for testing the stability of elongated structures using TLS should
focus on the determination of whether a specific quantity of collected spatial data for an object
can reliably identify structural changes during static load testing after preprocessing. The paper
describes the determination of the displacement values for girders of an old steel railway bridge
during static load testing using TLS and precise traditional methods. The study used methods of
point cloud post-processing and displacement determination using TLS data from the cited papers.
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The design and operation documentation demonstrated discontinuities in structure condition
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determine the dynamics of changes in structures that are unevenly loaded directly during and after
the loading. The representative spans for measurement are usually selected by the railway
administrator [28]. In the present research, the static load test was performed for the span for which
a complete point cloud could be registered.
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span was loaded with a passenger rolling stock EN57 (Figure 2). The loaded bridge span was
below the motor wagon of the total service weight of 126.5 t. The exact location of the test loading
immediately below the motor wagon of the total service weight of 126.5 t. The exact location of the
diagram was obtained after consultation with a railway line diagnostics technician.
test loading diagram was obtained after consultation with a railway line diagnostics technician.
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bridge support (Figure 3a). The levelling involved 18 structural protrusions of girders (marked
and the Leica GPCL2 invar staff. Due to the small size of the observation sample, adjustment was
10P–18P, 10L–18L on Figure 3b). They were vertically aligned with the points of the controlled network
carried out assuming the constancy of the average unit error (Mo = 1). The accuracy of observation
(Figure 3b,c). The precise levelling was carried out using the Leica NA3003 digital level and the
(significance) in adjustment was measured with the value of the standard deviation for the height
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the measurement,
levelling heads with adapters were levelled and centred once.
accuracy
of a3a).
setDuring
of measuring
instruments.
Depending on the solution needed, adapters of the heads were fitted with retroreflectors or
reference targets. Reflectorless tacheometry measurements of 36 points of the controlled network
were carried out using a Trimble VX (angular accuracy 1ʺ, EDM accuracy 1.0 mm + 2.0 ppm
Prism/2.0 mm + 2.0 DR) and in three measuring series.
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The object was scanned using a phase‐based laser scanner Z+F 5010. The operations performed
Reflectorless
tacheometry measurements of the points in the controlled network and terrestrial
at the scanning position [30] involved a preliminary low‐resolution measurement aimed at defining
laser scanning were performed in the same real time alternately on the same measuring positions
the scan site. Next, the scanner was tied to the reference targets located over the points of the control
(Figure
3a). During the measurement, levelling heads with adapters were levelled and centred once.
network. After the position was referenced, proper scanning of the railway bridge was commenced
Depending
on the
needed, adapters
of theB&W
headstargets
were fitted
with
retroreflectors
reference
(resolution
of solution
40,000 points/360°)
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of the
controlled
networkorwere
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at the scanning position [30] involved a preliminary low-resolution measurement aimed at defining
reference targets indicates less reliable results than for situational referencing of spatial data using
the scan site. Next, the scanner was tied to the reference targets located over the points of the control
such targets [31]. A vertical laser beam entails greater representation deformations in the vertical
network. After the position was referenced, proper scanning of the railway bridge was commenced
plane than in the horizontal plane.
In order to improve the vertical reliability of the point cloud, an
◦ ) and selected B&W targets of the controlled network were rescanned.
(resolution
of 40,000
points/360
additional
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reference spheres. White reference spheres placed at set intervals in
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indicates less reliable results than for situational referencing of spatial data using such targets [31].
the genetic case. The Wrap function is dimension‐independent and it is able to automatically and
A vertical laser beam entails greater representation deformations in the vertical plane than in the
freely mix different dimensions as required by the data set. After using the Wrap function, the
horizontal plane. In order to improve the vertical reliability of the point cloud, an additional solution
Prismatic Shapes Conservative was used in one iteration. The Prismatic Shapes Conservative
was applied,
White compound
reference spheres
set intervalsit in
theatmeasured
method isreference
dedicatedspheres.
to mechanical
shapes. placed
During at
triangulation,
aims
matchingspace
weresubsets
levelledofprecisely
(Table
1).
The
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were
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Levelled measuring
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2.4. TLS data processing
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differenttodimensions
required by
the data
set. After
using the it aims at
Conservative
method
dedicated
mechanicalascompound
shapes.
During
triangulation,
Wrap function,
the subsets
Prismatic
Conservative
was
used infigures
one iteration.
The
Prismatic Shapes
matching
of Shapes
point
clouds
to
regular
geometric
(spheres,
half‐spheres,
cuboids, cones).
Table 2. Point cloud registration steps
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noise atshapes.
the edges
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the desired
shape.
1
Stage
Tieclouds
pointsto regular geometric
Georeference
data half‐spheres, cuboids, cones).
matching
subsets of point
figures (spheres,
This method
noise2.atPoint
the edges
to maintainsteps
the desired shape.
cloud registration
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Table 1. Point cloud registration steps.

HDS

HDS targets
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(X, Y) of points of the
Georeference
control
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(X, Y) of points of the
control network
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(X, Y) of points of the control
control network
network

(X, Y) of sphere targets
from the results of the
(X, Y)1of
sphere targets from the
st stage
results
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1st stagetargets
(X, Y)
of sphere
(H) of the centres of
2
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the sphere
from
theof
results
of the
the
sphere
targets
white
targets
from precise
levelling
(X, Y)
of sphere
targets
1st stage
from
precise
levelling
2
sphere
from the results
thecentres of
(H) ofofthe
white targets2
1st stage
the
sphere
targets
2
sphere
(H)
of thefrom
centres
ofprotected
1 Based on [32]. 2 Device for2 stabilising reference spheres on
precise
levelling by registered utility model
terrain
surface
targets
the sphere targets
1 BasedMaria
2 Device for stabilising reference spheres on terrain surface protected by registered utility
No. W.126075, creator:
on [34].Makuch.
from precise levelling
model No. W.126075, creator: Maria Makuch.
white
2 sphere
sphere
white
2
2
targetstargets

2.4. TLS Data Processing
Spatial

1 Based on [34]. 2 Device for stabilising reference spheres on terrain surface protected by registered utility
displacement
values of B&W targets in procedure (1) were determined based on
model
No. W.126075, in
creator:
Makuch.
coordinates of centres of the B&W targets
approximated
LeicaMaria
Cyclone
9.2.0. The measures of

Based on [34]. Device for stabilising reference spheres on terrain surface protected by registered utility
Point cloud analyses
resulted directly
from
the
assumed
procedure to determine the optimal
model No.
W.126075,
creator:
Maria Makuch.
Spatial displacement
values
of B&W
targets
in procedure (1) were determined based on
post-processing of TLS data.
Theofprocedure
determination
of object
coordinates
centres of theinvolved
B&W targetsthe
approximated
in Leica Cyclone
9.2.0.displacement
The measures of using
Spatial displacement values of B&W targets in procedure (1) were determined based on
three different methodological
approaches implemented for datasets to which different preprocessing
coordinates of centres of the B&W targets approximated in Leica Cyclone 9.2.0. The measures of
was applied (Table 2). Results of the changes in the object during the static load test from 3D analyses
were compared to results of reflectorless tacheometry and precise levelling so that the variant of 3D
processing most compatible with traditional measurements could be identified.
The point clouds were registered in two stages (Table 1). Each stage required traditional surveying
measurements in order to improve the quality of TLS data. Data were registered in Leica Cyclone 9.2.0.
The periodic point clouds of the railway bridge were filtered using the following algorithms: SOR
filter, Noise filter, and bilateral filter. These filters use three different approaches to reduce measurement
noise. The SOR filter first calculates the mean distance of each point to K closest neighbouring elements
and then removes those points that are further from their neighbours than the maximum distance equal
to the sum of the calculated mean distance and its multiple standard deviations nSigma, as below:
1

2

max distance = average distance + nSigma·standard deviation
Configuration parameters used in the study were:
max distance = average distance + 1·standard deviation
and the number of points used for mean distance estimation was 6.
The Noise filter uses Euclidean distances between cloud points and local base planes it fits
around every point in the dataset. For 3D data, the Noise filter is an example of a low-pass filter.
The following parameters were used for filtration using the Noise filter: neighbours - points (kNN)
was 6, the maximum absolute error was 1. Additionally, the function Remove isolated points was
used. The bilateral filter is a non-linear image detection algorithm, which preserves object edges,
reduces noise, and smooths geometries. It is implemented for post-processing of point clouds and
their products. The bilateral filter analyses the return beam intensity and replaces it with a weighted
average of intensities of neighbouring units. The bilateral filter was applied with two parameters:
spatial sigma (the Normal distribution variance for the spatial part of the filter) and scalar sigma
(the Normal distribution variance for the scalar part of the filter). The spatial sigma was 0.020 and
the scalar sigma was 1022. All configuration parameters of all filters were determined empirically.
The filtration algorithms were run in CloudCompare 2.6.1., which is compatible with PCL (Point Cloud
Library) tools.
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Table 2. Procedures of post-processing of TLS data.

Displacement
determination method

Reference
Input datasets

(1)

(2)

(3)

B&W Target Analysis

Point Cloud Analysis

Mesh Surface Analysis

Periodic comparison of
changes in spatial positions
of B&W targets of the
controlled point network

Periodic differential models of point
clouds of lower girder beams, vertical
displacement analysis (dH)

Periodic differentiation of surface models of
lower girder beams, vertical
displacement analysis (dH)

Tacheometry of the
controlled point network

Precise levelling of structural
protrusions of girders

Precise levelling of structural
protrusions of girders

Georeferenced point clouds

Georeferenced point clouds

Georeferenced point clouds

Georeferenced and
algorithm-filtered point clouds

Georeferenced and
algorithm-filtered point clouds

(A)
(B)
(C)

Raw point clouds

Surface models of lower beams of the girder were generated using Geomagic Wrap 12.
The advanced features of the spatial data processing algorithms based mainly on the least square
method ensure the high metrological quality of resulting data distinguished with a Special Quality
Certificate of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [33]. Surface models were
generated using the Wrap function and the default method of smoothing was Prismatic Shapes
Conservative, which preserves such details as sharp edges. According to [34] the Wrap function
produces shapes and surfaces by taking subcomplexes of the Delaunay complex of the data set S.
Let a, b, c, and d be four points in S then abcd is a tetrahedron in the Delaunay complex if and
only if all other points lie outside the unique sphere that passes through a, b, c, and d. The set of
tetrahedra together with their triangles, edges, and vertices make up the Delaunay complex. Wrap
uses an incremental algorithm for constructing the complex and symbolic perturbation to reduce any
degenerate configuration to the genetic case. The Wrap function is dimension-independent and it is
able to automatically and freely mix different dimensions as required by the data set. After using the
Wrap function, the Prismatic Shapes Conservative was used in one iteration. The Prismatic Shapes
Conservative method is dedicated to mechanical compound shapes. During triangulation, it aims at
matching subsets of point clouds to regular geometric figures (spheres, half-spheres, cuboids, cones).
This method does not eliminate measuring noise at the edges to maintain the desired shape.
Spatial displacement values of B&W targets in procedure (1) were determined based on
coordinates of centres of the B&W targets approximated in Leica Cyclone 9.2.0. The measures of
reliability, RMS (mean registration error) and σmod (mean error of fitting the object in a point cloud of a
regular object) affected the value of the vector of error of the identified displacement directly.
Differential models of point clouds (procedure (2)) were obtained in CloudCompare 2.6.1 with
an algorithm based on the neighbourhood principle (nearest neighbour distance). Differential
models of surface triangle networks (procedure (3)) were generated in Geomagic Control 2015
using a directional algorithm with vector ( x, y, z) = (0, 0, 1). The maximum distance (0.032 m,
the maximum calculated deflection of the bridge) was taken into account when generating the
differential models (procedures (2) and (3)). Values above this threshold were considered as identified
incorrectly. The accuracy of calculated vertical translocations of girder beams was analysed using a
solution proposed by researchers from the Tallinn University of Technology [25].
The conformity of displacement values calculated on the basis of the B&W target analysis and
the traditional method was verified with a statistic for comparing feature distribution in two samples.
The Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K-S) test for two samples is widely used in civil engineering. It is a good
statistic for determining the consistency of displacement because it is sensitive not only to differences
in distribution location but also their shapes. The applied version of the compliance test facilitated
comparison of the distributions of two samples of random variables with a sample size smaller than in
the case of a parametric Student t-test. The significance level (α) for the statistic was 1%. The cluster
analyses of the first and the second sample were performed with the cluster size equal to the accuracy
of TLS registration (1 mm), (in accordance with the principle that the size of a cluster should not be
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greater than the unit used for a given scale problem) [35]. To verify the compatibility of displacement,
the authors verified:
Null hypothesis:
H0 : F1 (TLS) = F2 (TACH): The empirical distribution functions of the first and the second sample
respectively are identical.
vs.
Alternative hypothesis:
Ha : F1 (TLS) 6= F2 (TACH): The empirical distribution functions of the first and the second sample
respectively are not identical.
For results of procedures (2) and (3), parameters for assessing the displacement difference accuracy
were calculated (δdVi ) for every single node of the girder (i), determined using laser scanning (dViTLS )
and precision levelling (dViLEV ):
δdVi = dViLEV −dViTLS ,
(1)
The parameters for assessing the accuracy of differences in displacement values δdVi included
standard deviation (s), median absolute deviation (D), maximum absolute deviation (δmax ), average
absolute deviation (δavg ):
s
∑in=1 δdVi 2
s=
(2)
n−1
D=

∑in=1 |δdVi |
n

δmax = max {|δdVi |}
δavg =

∑in=1 δdVi
n

(3)
(4)
(5)

Chi-Square test of significance for the variance was used for values δdVi . According to value
σi, j (dH ), the sample of differences in displacement values δdVi should not exhibit variance greater
than s20 = 5.76 mm2 . The variance of values δdVi of procedures (2) and (3) s2 was verified in terms of
meeting criterion s20 , assuming that the distribution of samples of δdVi is normal. The authors verified:
Null hypothesis:
H0 : s2 = s20 : The differences are not statistically significant.
vs.
Alternative hypothesis:
Ha : s2 > s20 : The differences are statistically significant.
The significance level (α) for the statistic was 1%.
3. Results and Discussion
Results of the adjustment of the epoch precision levelling of bridge spans during the static
load test demonstrated high accuracy and almost 50% relevant reliability of the measurements.
The average mean height error in adjusted values was 0.4 mm. Results of adjustment of tacheometric
measurements demonstrated the average error of location of a controlled point of 1.0 mm (situation)
and 0.7 mm (height).
The two-stage registration of point clouds resulted in 3D material with registration accuracy up
to 0.001 m (MAE) (Table 3). MAE (Mean Absolute Error) facilitates the evaluation of the accuracy of
the entire registration process between the base coordinate system and coordinate systems of point
clouds. In structural stability studies, a registration accuracy of 1 mm is the absolute criterion for TLS
to be useful in displacement and deformation analysis [26]. The two-step registration of point clouds

Alternative hypothesis:
Ha: 𝑠 > 𝑠 : The differences are statistically significant.
The significance level (α) for the statistic was 1%.
3. Results and discussion
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test demonstrated high accuracy and almost 50% relevant reliability of the measurements. The
average mean height error in adjusted values was 0.4 mm. Results of adjustment of tacheometric
measurements demonstrated the average error of location of a controlled point of 1.0 mm (situation)
facilitated uninterrupted
over the process through verification of the relationship between
and 0.7 control
mm (height).
The two‐stage
registration of point
clouds
resulted
in 3D materialimproved
with registration
upof vertical
consecutive scanning positions.
Additionally,
cloud
height
adjustment
theaccuracy
quality
to 0.001 m (MAE) (Table 3). MAE (Mean Absolute Error) facilitates the evaluation of the accuracy of
TLS data, which is usually
lower than the horizontal data quality. As a result of the filtration of point
the entire registration process between the base coordinate system and coordinate systems of point
clouds, the size of spatial
was reduced
by almost
11%.
The
only
difference
the
clouds. Indatasets
structural stability
studies, a registration
accuracy
of 1 mm
is the
absolute
criterion for between
TLS
to be useful in displacement and deformation analysis [26]. The two‐step registration of point clouds
resulting surface models
for the two variants of point clouds (automatically filtered and unfiltered)
facilitated uninterrupted control over the process through verification of the relationship between
was the coarseness ofconsecutive
the model.
Thepositions.
applied
default surface
model
generation
to
scanning
Additionally,
cloud height
adjustment
improvedmethod
the qualitydedicated
of
TLS
data,aimed
which isat
usually
lower
than the horizontal
quality.
As a regular
result of the
filtration
complex mechanical vertical
shapes
was
fitting
subsets
of clouddata
points
into
geometric
shapes
of point clouds, the size of spatial datasets was reduced by almost 11%. The only difference between
(spheres, hemispheres,
cuboids,
or cones).
on edges
was
removed
during
the
the resulting
surface
models forNo
the noise
two variants
of point
clouds
(automatically
filtered
andprocess of
unfiltered)of
was
the coarseness
of the
model. The
applied
default
surface model
generation method
building a regular network
triangles.
The
desired
shape
was
therefore
retained.
dedicated to complex mechanical shapes was aimed at fitting subsets of cloud points into regular
geometric shapes (spheres, hemispheres, cuboids, or cones). No noise on edges was removed during
data
Point
cloud
of the The
bridge
after
registration,
Before static
Table 3. Results oftheTLS
process
of registration;
building a regular
network
of triangles.
desired
shape
was therefore (a)
retained.

loading; (b) Before static loading – cross-section; (c) During static loading—cross-section; (d) During
Table 3. Results of TLS data registration; Point cloud of the bridge after registration, a) Before static
static loading.
loading; b) Before static loading – cross‐section; c) During static loading – cross‐section; d) During
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static loading
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3.2. Point cloud analysis (2)
Vertical displacement values of the beam loaded in procedure (2) were determined for three
sets of 3D data using different preprocessing procedures. The result was differential models of point
clouds without sophisticated post‐processing (set(A)) (Figure a), differential models of
georeferenced point clouds (set(B)) (Figure b), and differential models of georeferenced and
algorithm‐filtered point clouds (set (C)) (Figure c). The resultant value of the mean error of vertical
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Tests of stability of the railway bridge based on the spatial displacement of points determined
based on georeferenced point clouds demonstrated statistical consistency with results of reflectorless
tacheometry. The indicated method for determining spatial displacement does not contribute to
the improvement of the observations apart from the rightness of the statement that reflectorless
tacheometric survey gives results close to the fitting of the elements into the point cloud of a reference
target. The quality of analysed point clouds may be a consequence of georeferencing of the system
of coordinates, which requires design, mounting, and periodic verification of stability of the control
network. The monitoring of the displacement of B&W targets implies the necessity to prepare the
investigated object. The investigation into the railway bridge stability during the static load test and
using B&W target analysis satisfies the accuracy criterion for reflectorless measurements but fails to
satisfy the conditions of quick, remote measurement. The demonstrated consistency of displacement of
points can, however, justify analyses of displacement of the object under static load using the obtained
3D data (analyses in procedure (2) and (3)).
3.2. Point Cloud Analysis (2)
Vertical displacement values of the beam loaded in procedure (2) were determined for three
sets of 3D data using different preprocessing procedures. The result was differential models of point
clouds without sophisticated post-processing (set(A)) (Figure 5a), differential models of georeferenced
point clouds (set(B)) (Figure 5b), and differential models of georeferenced and algorithm-filtered point
clouds (set (C)) (Figure 5c). The resultant value of the mean error of vertical displacement σi, j (dH )
determined a priori for TLS measurements according to [25] was ±2.4 mm (confidence level of 95%).
In order to verify the consistency of the determined displacement with results of precise levelling
for each structural node of the girder, a representative group of 30 indicators of point displacement
was approximated. The typical displacement value in the group was determined, which reflected
the largest percentage of vertical translocation values in the sample. The three approximated sets of
displacement values were compared to results of precise levelling (Figure 6) by calculating differences
in displacement values δdVi and their parameters for assessing accuracy that were the measure of
dispersion (Table 5).
The methodology of testing the railway bridge stability that involved a differentiation of 3D
datasets from TLS measurements indicated that point clouds referenced to an external surveying
control (set (B)) facilitate the determination of vertical displacement values that are the closest to the
values determined using precise levelling (Table 5). The large number of observations, which is typical
of 3D data, in the differentiation of raw point clouds is not indicative of a reduction of the mean error
of displacement values compared to traditional methods. Neither do filtration algorithms that improve
the reliability of spatial data ensure better consistency of displacement values determined using TLS
with results of traditional methods in comparative analyses of point clouds. Still, filtration significantly
reduces systematic errors (value δavg ) (Table 5). The results of the analysis of the parameters for
assessing the accuracy of differences in displacement values were confirmed by Chi-Square test results
for differences in displacement values (Table 6).
Table 5. Point cloud analysis (2) results.
Datasets
(A)

σi, j (dH ) [mm]

(B)

(C)

Raw point clouds

Georeferenced point clouds

Georeferenced and
algorithm-filtered point clouds

±2.4

±2.4

±2.4

Parameters for assessing differences in displacement values, TLS vs. LEV [mm]
s
D
δmax
δavg

±3.0
±2.1
±7.7
−1.1

±1.0
±0.8
±2.0
0.8

±1.1
±0.7
±2.4
0.3

typical of 3D data, in the differentiation of raw point clouds is not indicative of a reduction of the
mean error of displacement values compared to traditional methods. Neither do filtration
algorithms that improve the reliability of spatial data ensure better consistency of displacement
values determined using TLS with results of traditional methods in comparative analyses of point
clouds. Still, filtration significantly reduces systematic errors (value 𝛿 ) (Table 5). The results of
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for assessing the accuracy of differences in displacement values were
confirmed by Chi‐Square test results for differences in displacement values (Table 6).
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Figure 5. Results of point cloud analysis (2); a) set (A) of TLS data, b) set (B) of TLS data, c) set (C) of TLS
data

The potential of point cloud differentiation in testing displacement and deformation was
(b)
appreciated by investigators examining the condition of the Felsenau viaduct. They believed
differential models of point clouds were capable of identifying vertical displacement within the
mm‐range [23]. Point cloud analysis (2) confirms these results. Apart from the degree of compliance
of TLS and precision levelling, however, they indicate the importance of not only automatic filtration
but also georeferencing. Similar conclusions about accuracy were offered in an article by researchers
from the University of North Carolina. Although they did not focus on the importance of procedures
of TLS data capturing and post‐processing, they emphasised the importance and user‐friendliness of
working with TLS data in projects to detect damage in railway infrastructure [26]. Note that this
concept of determining structural mechanics and its consequences has certain drawbacks. First of all,
its sensitivity to minor deformations is limited [37‐38]. In order to obtain reliable results of
(c)
displacement, one needs to use point clouds with as large a density as possible because this feature
will
ensure identification of not only relatively minor dislocations but also any possible systematic
Figure 5. Results of point cloud analysis (2); (a) set (A) of TLS data, (b) set (B) of TLS data, (c) set (C) of
errors
during differentiation [39].
TLS data.
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Table 5. Point cloud analysis (2) results

Datasets
(A)

(B)

Raw point clouds

Georeferenced point
clouds

(C)
Georeferenced and
algorithm‐filtered point
clouds
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Table 6. Significance for the variance test results of differences in displacement values δdVi .
Procedure, Input Datasets
(2), (A)
(2), (B)
(2), (C)
1a

Significance Level (α)

Rejection Interval [Zα 1 ,∞)

Value of Statistic Z= ns·s2

0.01

[6.4078, ∞]
[6.4078, ∞]
[4.1069, ∞]

28.1250
3.1250
2.9410

2

True Hypothesis

0

Ha
H0
H0

quantile of order 1-α from the Chi-Square distribution with k=n-1 degrees of freedom

The potential of point cloud differentiation in testing displacement and deformation was
appreciated by investigators examining the condition of the Felsenau viaduct. They believed
differential models of point clouds were capable of identifying vertical displacement within the
mm-range [23]. Point cloud analysis (2) confirms these results. Apart from the degree of compliance of
TLS and precision levelling, however, they indicate the importance of not only automatic filtration
but also georeferencing. Similar conclusions about accuracy were offered in an article by researchers
from the University of North Carolina. Although they did not focus on the importance of procedures
of TLS data capturing and post-processing, they emphasised the importance and user-friendliness
of working with TLS data in projects to detect damage in railway infrastructure [36]. Note that
this concept of determining structural mechanics and its consequences has certain drawbacks. First
ISPRS Int. J. Geo‐Inf.
8, 44 deformations is limited [37,38]. In order to obtain reliable
14 of 19 results of
of all, its sensitivity
to 2019,
minor
displacement, one needs to use point clouds with as large a density as possible because this feature
(2), (A)
[6.4078, ∞]
28.1250
Ha
will ensure identification of not only relatively minor dislocations but also any possible systematic
0.01
(2), (B)
[6.4078, ∞]
3.1250
H0
errors during differentiation
[39].
(2), (C)
1a quantile
3.3. Mesh Surface Analysis
(3) of order 1‐α

[4.1069, ∞]

2.9410

H0

from the Chi‐Square distribution with k=n‐1 degrees of freedom

Mesh3.3.
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analyses
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conducted for sets (B) and (C) of input data demonstrated displacement
Mesh surface
analysis
values for a continuous girder structure of 5 mm to almost –15 mm (Figure 7). The consistency of
Mesh surface analyses (3) conducted for sets (B) and (C) of input data demonstrated
structural displacement
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6), for
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5). The
consistency of structural nodes (Figure 6), approximated as in the case of point cloud analysis (2),
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with the reference was discussed.

(a)

(b)
Figure 5. Results of mesh surface analysis (3); a) set (B) of TLS data, b) set (C) of TLS data

Figure 7. Results of mesh surface analysis (3); (a) set (B) of TLS data, (b) set (C) of TLS data.
Analysis of two sets of spatial data after different preprocessing indicated a greater consistency
with reference values of surface models that were generated from georeferenced point clouds
subjected to automated filtering (Table 7). The differentiation of surface models generated from
unfiltered point clouds (B) completely failed to reflect the structural mechanics during static loading
(Figure 6, Table 7). The a priori assumed mean error of determination of vertical displacement from
TLS data (𝜎 , 𝑑𝐻 ) was significantly reduced in analyses of set (C). It was indispensable to filter
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Analysis of two sets of spatial data after different preprocessing indicated a greater consistency
with reference values of surface models that were generated from georeferenced point clouds subjected
to automated filtering (Table 7). The differentiation of surface models generated from unfiltered
point clouds (B) completely failed to reflect the structural mechanics during static loading (Figure 8,
Table 7). The a priori assumed mean error of determination of vertical displacement from TLS data
(σi, j (dH )) was significantly reduced in analyses of set (C). It was indispensable to filter point clouds
for mesh surface analyses in order to ensure a ±1.3 mm consistency of the determined displacement
values with the reference. The differentiation of surface models from generalised point clouds did not
ISPRS
Int. J.vertical
Geo‐Inf. 2019,
8, 44
15 of models
19
identify
any
displacement
for marginal structural protrusions of the girders. Surface
are recommended for high-resolution numerical data subjected to automated filtering, which improves
analysis (3), the results of the analysis of the parameters for assessing the accuracy of differences in
the reliability
and thus helps eliminate systematic errors almost completely without a risk of removal
displacement values were confirmed by Chi‐Square test results for differences in displacement
of structural data during the clean-up. For mesh surface analysis (3), the results of the analysis of
values (Table 8).
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of to
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displacement
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determine in
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in bridge
tests in by
Chi-Square
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displacement
values
(Table 8).
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University of Technology demonstrated that TLS and differentiation of mesh surfaces can identify
7. Mesh
analysis
(3) results.
vertical displacement during Table
static load
testssurface
with the
standard
deviation of ±0.8 mm to ±3.4 mm in
relation to precise levelling results [26]. The millimetre accuracy of vertical displacement (by mesh
Datasets
surfaces analysis (3)) has been confirmed in this study. In addition, Lõhmus et al. formulated an
(B)
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assumption that the accuracy of TLS is mainly the result of the capability and peculiarities of the TLS
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Table 7. Mesh surface analysis (3) results

Table 8. Significance for the variance test results of differences in displacement values δdVi .
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Their importance (e.g. measurement noise or data post-processing) has been parameterized in this
study. Surface models of point clouds are an adequate solution for surface objects such as cooling
towers [40], dams [41,42], or tunnels [43]. The comparison of periodic surface models of an object in
order to detect dislocation is a recognised procedure in landslide monitoring [44,45] and determining
the progress of erosion of rocky cliffs [46–48]. The investigation into displacement and deformation of
natural objects does not, however, require as great an accuracy as work with civil structures.
4. Conclusions
The TLS measurement during the static load test of the railway bridge and different
post-processing procedures led to the following general conclusions.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

The registration of point clouds in stages with vertical adjustments of TLS data provided scan
data, the accuracy of which is high enough to identify vertical displacement of structural elements
with the same accuracy as in the case of reflectorless measurements.
The accuracy of the determination of the centre of B&W targets based on a high-resolution point
cloud is similar to the accuracy of reflectorless tacheometry (carried out in several repeats with
two positions of the telescope).
The determination of structural displacement based on differential models from raw point clouds
after gross manual filtration is an unreliable method that fails to identify periodic dislocations of
the same values and sign as traditional methods. The reason for the failed determinations is the
application of cloud to cloud registration for differentiation. This type of registration matches
point clouds using the least square method and minimises the Euclidean distance between them,
thus removing periodic displacement.
The large number of observations, which is typical of 3D data, in the differentiation of raw point
clouds does not result in a reduction of the mean error of displacement values compared to
traditional methods.
Georeferencing of the external coordinate system of point clouds – determined with high relative
reliability and using precise traditional methods – reduces the assumed resultant mean error of
displacement by half during the differentiation of the point clouds.
By improving the reliability of spatial data, filtration algorithms eliminate systematic errors
almost completely.
Generalisation and homogenisation of point clouds (after georeferencing only) with algorithms
for generating surface models do not facilitate a reliable determination of displacement.
Surface models are recommended only for high-resolution numerical data subjected to
filtering algorithms.
The use of surface models for investigating object stability is justified only for point clouds, the
density of which is around 2 mm. In the case of less favourable resolutions, numerical data are lost
when generating surface models and in the process of filtering and generating surface models.
The maximum value of the displacement during the static load test (−7.4 mm) was lower than
the maximum design deflection (−18.2 mm). A detailed inspection of the railway bridge, which
was carried out with the participation of a railway diagnostician before and after the trial load,
did not find any irregularities in the structure of the tested object.

The TLS measurement during the static load test of the railway bridge facilitates identification of
displacement with an accuracy of ± 1 mm regardless of the post-processing method but is still behind
precise surveying methods. TLS measurement should be used as an auxiliary tool to supplement
traditional precision levelling.
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